! Objective: Develop new robust analytical redundancy methods which detect, identify, and reconstruct sensor, actuator and plant faults for single and distributed vehicles. ! Application: Health monitoring for single and multiple UAVs and satellite clusters, structures and tanks. ! Key Technologies: Robust fault detection filters and probabilistic residual processors. ! Approach:
• Residual generation using robust fault detection filter constructed by minimizing a special cost criterion which produces detection gains that are sensitive to the target faults and insensitive to the other faults and uncertainties.
• Residual processing using multiplehypothesis Shiryayev sequential probability test (MHS-SPT) whose output is the shortest time to a threshold of a probability of a fault given the residual history.
! Accomplishments:
• Construction of robust fault detection filters that 1) Are applicable to time-invariant and time-varying systems. 2) Allow multiple target faults in the same filter. 3) Can be reduced to a set of single-fault detection filters.
• In the fault detection and identification design process, the design parameters of the robust fault detection filters and the MHS-SPT are tuned together to obtain fast detection time to a given probability of a fault. ! Future Work: Fault detection and identification is the backbone for constructing fault-tolerant estimators and fault-tolerant control systems. Estimation, Control, and Redundancy Management for Uncertain Networks of Cooperative Agents
